This work aims at defining a new method for matching correspondences in stereoscopic image analysis. The salient aspects of the method are -an explicit representation of occlusions driving the overall matching process and the use of neural adaptive technique in disparity computation. In particular, based on the taxonomy proposed by Scharstein and Szelinsky, the dense stereo matching process has been divided into three tasks: matching cost computation, aggregation of local evidence and computation of disparity values.
INTRODUCTION
The reconstruction of three-dimensional shape from two or more images is a well known and intensively investigated research problem within the Computer Vision community (Barnard and Fischler 1982; Barnard and Thompson W 1980; Dhond and Aggarwal 1989) .
Major efforts have been devoted to the stereo matching sub-task aimed at computing correspondences in two (or more) images for obtaining dense depth maps. A substantial amount of work has been done on stereo matching giving rise to a variety of novel approaches (Scharstein and Szelisky, 2002) attempting to improve upon existing early methods (Hannah, 1989) and satisfy the high accuracy demand in diversified application domains such as object recognition, robotics and virtual reality (McMillan and Bishop 1995) .
Despite important achievements, the accuracy of most innovative stereo techniques may not be adequate especially in those situations where even isolated errors in the depth map create visible undesirable artefacts. The problem originates from the fact that most stereo algorithms ignore occlusions analysis or address it in a post processing stage within a more general smoothing task (Bobik and Intille 1999) .
Occlusions are widespread in stereo imagery and even when images with small disparity jumps are processed, they drastically affect the accuracy of the overall reconstruction process being the major source of errors.
Recent works on stereo matching stem from the idea of mimicking the human visual system which uses occlusions to reason about the spatial relationships between objects during binocular stereopsis. Explicit representation of occlusions and direct processing within occlusion edges characterizes these approaches (Bobik and Intille 1999) . This paper proposes a novel algorithm for solving stereo correspondence based on an explicit representation of occlusions driving the overall matching process. In particular, based on the taxonomy proposed by Scharstein and Szelinsky, the dense stereo matching process has been divided into three tasks: matching cost computation, aggregation of local evidence and computation of disparity values (Scharstein and Szelisky, 2002) . Within the second phase a new strategy has been introduced in an attempt to improve reliability in computing disparity. An experiment was conducted to evaluate the solution proposed. The experiment is based on the analysis of test images including data with a ground truth disparity map and makes use of the quality metrics proposed by Scharstein and Szelinsky (Scharstein and Szelisky, 2002) .
REPRESENTATION
This section describes a data structure called Disparity Space Image, or DSI, already introduced in previous works (Okutomi and Kanade 1994; Bobik and Intille 1999) . The DSI is an explicit representation of matching space and plays an essential role in the development of the overall matching algorithm which makes use of occlusion constraints. and from equation (2):
Introducing the epipolar constraint, we also have: Once the disparity space has been specified, the concept of DSI can be introduced and defined as any image or function over the disparity space 
GROWING TEMPLATE ALGORITHM
According to the taxonomy proposed by Scharstein and Szelinsky, the dense stereo matching process can be divided into four tasks (Scharstein and Szelisky, 2002) :
) Disparity Computation and Optimization 4) Disparity Refinement
Many dense stereo matching methods have presented several different solutions to one or more of these tasks. The most common matching costs include squared intensity differences (SD) and absolute intensity differences (AD) (Cox et al., 1996; Scharstein and Szelisky, 2002) .
The actual sequence of steps in the overall matching procedure depends on the matching 
GROWING AGGREGATION ALGORITHM FOR DENSE TWO-FRAME STEREO CORRESPONDENCE
algorithm and in particular, on its local or global nature.
Our approach, which follows a local strategy, extends the conventional Aggregation Cost phase including two novel sub-tasks:
2.1) Growing Raw Cost 2.2) Growing Aggregation Cost
Matching Cost Computation
Assuming the use of SD as matching function, by equation (3) 
Aggregation Cost
Local and window-based methods aggregate the matching cost by summing or averaging over a support region in the DSI. The support region we use is a two-dimensional squared window of a fixed dimension.
In particular, this second step is performed by summing the calculated matching costs over a squared window with constant disparity d . The aggregation cost
AC , is defined as:
where
Considering all the aggregation values obtained varying the disparity in the range [ ]
A classic Stereo Matching Algorithm, at this point, with a Winner Take All (WTA) technique for example, decides that the disparity is computed by selecting the minimal aggregated cost in n m AC , . The Growing Template Algorithm adds two new steps at the aggregation cost phase.
We now describe the two parts that characterize the Growing Template Aggregation Cost step. 
Growing Raw Cost

Growing Aggregation Cost
This sub-task calculates the number of confirmations in a given support window for a given cost l. Formally, from equation (8) 
The salient aspect of our strategy is that of integrating contextual confirmation within the matching cost aggregation phase. The aggregation can be performed based on different cost values varying the l parameter in equation 10.
Figure 3 compares DSI's slices for fixed y obtained by means of a matching algorithm which uses SD matching cost within conventional AC computation performed with support window W=5 (a) and our algorithm which includes the GA task performed with the following parameters(c): growing aggregation window GW=25 and l=1.
Both figures 3a and 3c highlight bands (dark lines and white lines respectively) indicating regions that match at a given disparity. They are more visible in figure 3c depicting disparity and occlusion situations without ambiguity.
Disparity Computation
The next phase in the matching algorithm consists in the computation of the disparity map by selecting the n m GA , components which satisfy a given criterion. Adopting a WTA strategy, the disparity associated with the minimum cost value is selected at each pixel.
The present work tested an adaptive strategy based on neural networks for disparity computation (Rumelhart et al. 1986; Pao, 1989) . A Multilayer Perceptron neural model was adopted to compute the disparity based on specific local information extracted from the DSI slice.
The network is trained receiving input data from the DSI slices. In particular, at each position of a moving window over the DSI slice, an input pattern is extracted and presented to the network. A training example is constituted by a pair of elements (a,b) where a is the input pattern collecting a set { } i d and b corresponding disparity extracted from ground truth image for each x within the moving window. (Figure 4) .
EXPERIMENTS
The experiments illustrated in this section addressed the following questions:
• how did the performance depend upon their main parameters and upon the neural refinement stage? • how did the Growing Template Algorithm compare with other matching approaches? The overall experimental activity was supported by tools and test data available within the implementation framework proposed by Scharstein & Szelinski in their paper ( Scharstein and Szelisky, 2002) and made available on the Web at www.middlebury.edu/stereo. We included our stereo correspondence algorithm in this framework, and applied it to the test data available.
Four stereo image pairs with different types of content are used to evaluate the performances of the proposed algorithm (see Figure 5) .
Among the quality measures available within the framework, we adopted the RMS (root mean squared) error (measured in disparity units) between the computed disparity map occluded regions (OCCL): regions that are occluded in the matching image non occluded regions (NONOCCL): regions complementary to the occluded regions depth discontinuity regions (DISC): pixels whose neighboring disparity differs by more than a given threshold (suggested value 2.0), dilated by a window of a given width (suggested value 9) These regions are computed by pre-processing reference images and ground truth disparity maps yielding binary segmentation.
Sensitivity Analysis
We attempted to evaluate the effects of systematically varying some of the key parameters of our stereo algorithm to find an optimal setting for all situations. Experiments were developed using SD and AD matching costs and windows of size 7, 15, 21, 35 for Growing Aggregation Cost.
Results obtained demonstrate that performances are not strongly influenced by the type of matching costs used. A large window can help for occlusion regions. Inversely, small windows perform better on discontinuity regions.
Dimensions of 35X35 were selected allotting the task of optimizing the balance between high accuracy in occlusion and discontinuity regions to the neural adaptive stage.
Performance Evaluation and Comparison Analysis
At first the evaluation procedure aimed to identify and evaluate the contribution of neural refinement within the global matching algorithm. To this purpose we compared the Growing Aggregation Algorithm including the neural stage with the same version including the WTA strategy for disparity computation. The evaluation was based on the monochromatic MAP pair of images. Training data for the neural stage has been selected from the Map image in a measure of 10% of global pixels. As shown in Table 1 , the algorithm GA presents a competitive behaviour. However its principal merit consists in preparing ideal conditions for the subsequent neural stage as demonstrated by the fact that the algorithm with neural refinement (GA+N) strongly prevails in all regions considered.
We compared performances obtained by means of the Growing Aggregation Algorithm including neural refinement with those obtained by running four algorithms implemented within the cited framework available, selected among those with better performances (Table 2 ). Figure 6 shows final disparity maps obtained by processing the four stereo image pairs considered. 
CONCLUSIONS
Our objective in this study was to investigate the potentialities of a new method aimed at solving correspondence problem within a two-frame area matching approach and producing dense disparity maps.
The strategy was tested on standard data sets available on the Web. As seen in this experimental context the allied use of the growing aggregation strategy and neural adaptive techniques benefits the matching in general and in particular in occluded regions. The use of adapting techniques allow to process raw data directly extracted from DSI slices without formalizing explicitly the information useful for handling occlusions. The trained network encodes the knowledge about occlusions and efficiently uses it in generalization.
We consider this study preliminary to further investigation involving both methodological and experimental issues.In particular, the present solutions must be reinforced implementing an operative strategy for training neural network; strategies will be integrated in an attempt of improving generalization in such a way that trained networks could be reliably applied to different kind of images never seen during the training stage .
Further experiments dealing with Scanning Electron Microscopy imagery are planned. 
